Abstract. It is known that a Banach space has the strong diameter 2 property (i.e. every convex combination of slices of the unit ball has diameter 2) if and only if the norm on its dual space is octahedral (a notion introduced by Godefroy and Maurey). We introduce two more versions of octahedrality, which turn out to be dual properties to the diameter 2 property and its local version (i.e., respectively, every relatively weakly open subset and every slice of the unit ball has diameter 2). We study stability properties of different types of octahedrality, which, by duality, provide easier proofs of many known results on diameter 2 properties.
Introduction
All Banach spaces considered in this paper are nontrivial and over the real field. First let us fix some notation. Let X be a Banach space. The closed unit ball of X is denoted by B X and its unit sphere by S X . The dual space of X is denoted by X * . By a slice of B X we mean a set of the form S(x * , α) = {x ∈ B X : x * (x) > 1 − α}, where x * ∈ S X * and α > 0. According to the terminology in [1] , a Banach space X has the
• local diameter 2 property if every slice of B X has diameter 2;
• diameter 2 property if every nonempty relatively weakly open subset of B X has diameter 2; • strong diameter 2 property if every convex combination of slices of B X has diameter 2, i.e. An important consequence of the investigation in [2] by Acosta, Becerra Guerrero and López Pérez is that the strong diameter 2 property is absent on p-sums of Banach spaces for 1 < p < ∞. (The latter result was independently obtained in the Master's Thesis of the second named author, defended at the University of Tartu in June 2012 (see also [11] ).) Since the diameter 2 property is stable by taking ℓ p -sums for all 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ [1] , this affirms that the strong diameter 2 property is essentially different from the (local) diameter 2 property.
On the other side, in a recent preprint [5] , Becerra Guerrero, López Pérez, and Rueda Zoido constructed a Banach space enjoying the local diameter 2 property but lacking the 2 property; moreover, the unit ball of this space contains nonempty relatively weakly open subsets with arbitrarily small diameters.
If X is a dual space, then slices of B X whose defining functional comes from (the canonical image of) the predual of X are called weak * slices of B X . A natural question to ask is whether diameter 2 properties of a dual space remain the same properties if, instead of all slices or relatively weakly open subsets, one considers only weak * slices or relatively weak * open subsets. Remark. Deville's assertion is, in fact, that n i=1 1/n S * i has diameter 2 whenever n ∈ N and S * 1 , . . . , S * n are weak * slices of B X * . It is straightforward to verify that the latter is equivalent to the weak * strong diameter 2 property of X * . Likewise, a Banach space X has the strong diameter 2 property if (and only if) n i=1 1/n S i has diameter 2 whenever n ∈ N and S 1 , . . . , S n are slices of B X .
The reverse implication of Proposition 1.2 stays unproven in [6] (see [6, Remark (c) after Proposition 3] ). However, Godefroy (cf. [9, p. 12] ) marks without an explanation that the norm on a Banach space X is octahedral if and only if X * has the weak * strong diameter 2 property. In what follows, we present a simple direct proof of this fact (see Theorem 3.5). An alternative proof can be found in a very recent preprint [4] .
Let us summarize the results of the paper. In Section 2, we introduce two more octahedrality-type properties of the norm, which correspond to the (weak * ) local diameter 2 property and to the (weak * ) diameter 2 property, respectively. We also provide equivalent reformulations for different types of octahedrality, which are often more convenient to use.
Relationship between weak * diameter 2 properties and the corresponding octahedrality properties is established in Section 3 (Theorems 3.1, 3.3, and 3.5). As a consequence of Proposition 1.1, our characterizations of the weak* diameter 2 properties lead to dual characterizations of the corresponding diameter 2 properties (Theorems 3.2, 3.4, 3.6). We also show that diameter 2 properties may be considered as sort of extension properties.
In Section 4, we study stability properties of different types of octahedrality. This section is motivated by the idea to provide octahedralitybased approach to known stability results on diameter 2 properties. We are convinced that in many cases this method is more convenient and preferable.
Octahedrality
Definition 2.1 (see [9] and [7] , cf. [6] ). Let X be a Banach space. The norm on X is octahedral if, for every finite-dimensional subspace E of X and every ε > 0, there is a y ∈ S X such that
Whenever it makes no confusion, throughout the paper, spaces whose norm is octahedral, will also be called octahedral for simplicity.
Octahedral norms were introduced by Godefroy and Maurey [10] (see also [9] ) in order to characterize Banach spaces containing an isomorphic copy of ℓ 1 . The connection of octahedral norms to the subject appears probably first in Deville's paper [6, Proposition 3] (see Proposition 1.2). In Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 below, we expose the duality between octahedrality and the strong diameter 2 property.
In order to characterize spaces whose dual has the weak * local diameter 2 property or the weak * diameter 2 property, we introduce two more octahedrality-type properties of the norm. Definition 2.2. Let X be a Banach space. We say that (the norm on) X is
• locally octahedral if, for every x ∈ X and every ε > 0, there is a y ∈ S X such that
• weakly octahedral if, for every finite-dimensional subspace E of X, every x * ∈ B X * , and every ε > 0, there is a y ∈ S X such that
Remark. Clearly, every weakly octahedral Banach space is locally octahedral, and every octahedral Banach space is weakly octahedral. Note that a locally octahedral Banach space X is infinite-dimensional. Indeed, for a finite-dimensional X = {0}, there exists a weak * slice S(x, α) of B X * , whose diameter is less than α. If X is locally octahedral, then x ± y ≥ 2 − α for some y ∈ S X , and therefore x In the following Propositions 2.1-2.4, we point out some equivalent but sometimes more convenient formulations of octahedrality. (i) X is locally octahedral;
(ii) whenever x ∈ S X and ε > 0, there is a y ∈ S X such that
(iii) whenever x ∈ S X and ε > 0, there is a y ∈ S X such that
(iii)⇒(ii). Assume that (iii) holds. Let x ∈ S X and let ε > 0. By (iii), pick any y ∈ S X with x ± y ≥ 2 − ε. We show that y satisfies (2.1). Suppose that t > 0. Then
Thus y satisfies (2.1).
Proposition 2.2. Let X be a Banach space. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) X is weakly octahedral;
(ii) whenever E is a finite-dimensional subspace of X, x * ∈ B X * , and ε > 0, there is a y ∈ S X such that
(ii') whenever n ∈ N, x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ S X , x * ∈ B X * , and ε > 0, there is a y ∈ S X such that
. . , n} and t > 0;
(iii) whenever n ∈ N, x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ S X , x * ∈ B X * , and ε > 0, there is a y ∈ S X such that
(iii)⇒(ii). Assume that (iii) holds. Let E be a nontrivial finitedimensional subspace of X, let x * ∈ B X * , and let 0 < ε < 1. Pick δ > 0 satisfying ε ≥ (2 − ε)δ, and γ > 0 satisfying γ(2 − δ) ≤ δ 2 . Let A ⊂ S E be a finite γ-net for S E . By (iii), there is a y ∈ S X satisfying z + ty ≥ (1 − δ) |x * (z)| + t for all z ∈ A and all t ≥ δ.
Let x ∈ S E and t > 0 be arbitrary. First suppose that t ≤ δ. In this case, observing that
Now consider the case t ≥ δ. Letting z ∈ A be such that x − z < γ, one has
Since t ≥ δ, one has
and it follows that
Proposition 2.3. Let X be a Banach space. The following assertions are equivalent: (i) X * is weakly octahedral; (ii) whenever E is a finite-dimensional subspace of X * , x ∈ B X , and ε > 0, there is a y * ∈ S X * such that
(iii) whenever n ∈ N, x * 1 , . . . , x * n ∈ S X * , x ∈ B X , and ε > 0, there is a y * ∈ S X * such that
(ii)⇒(i). This is a standard use of the principle of local reflexivity. Alternatively, one may use an appropriate ε-net for S E and Goldstine's theorem. (i) X is octahedral; (ii) whenever E is a finite-dimensional subspace of X and ε > 0, there is a y ∈ S X such that
(ii') whenever n ∈ N, x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ S X , and ε > 0, there is a y ∈ S X such that
(iii) whenever n ∈ N, x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ S X , and ε > 0, there is a y ∈ S X such that
(iii)⇒(ii') is similar to (iii)⇒(ii) in the proof of Proposition 2.1.
(ii')⇒(ii). Assume that (ii') holds. Let E be a nontrivial finitedimensional subspace of X and let ε > 0. We shall show that there is 6 a y ∈ S X satisfying (2.2). Let A ⊂ S X be a finite ε/2-net for S E . By (ii'), there is a y ∈ S X satisfying z + ty ≥ (1 − ε 2 )( z + t) for all z ∈ A and t > 0.
Let x ∈ S X and t > 0 be arbitrary. Letting z ∈ A be such that x − z < ε/2, one has
Criteria for weak
* diameter 2 properties
In this section, the duality between diameter 2 properties and octahedrality is established. We also show that one may think of diameter 2 properties as sort of extension properties. (i) X * has the weak * local diameter 2 property; (ii) X is locally octahedral; (iii) for every x ∈ S X , every α ∈ [−1, 1], every ε > 0, and every ε 0 ∈ (0, ε), there is a y ∈ S X such that, whenever |γ| ≤ 1 + ε 0 , there is a y * ∈ X * satisfying y * (x) = α, y * (y) = γ, and y * ≤ 1 + ε;
(iii') for every x ∈ S X , every α ∈ [−1, 1], and every ε > 0, there are y ∈ S X and x * 1 , x * 2 ∈ X * satisfying
(iii") for every x ∈ S X and every ε > 0, there are y ∈ S X and
Assume that (i) holds. Let x ∈ S X and let ε > 0. By (i), there are x * 1 , x * 2 ∈ B X * and y ∈ S X such that
By (the equivalence (i)⇔(iii) of) Proposition 2.1, it suffices to show that x ± y ≥ 2 − 2ε.
Assume that (ii) holds. Let x ∈ S X , let α ∈ [−1, 1], and let 0 < ε 0 < ε. Choose y ∈ S X to satisfy
Now let |γ| ≤ 1 + ε 0 . Defining g ∈ span{x, y} * by
one has, for all s ∈ R,
The desired y * can be defined to be any normpreserving extension to X of g.
(iii)⇒(iii')⇒(iii") is obvious.
(iii")⇒(i). Let x ∈ S X and ε > 0 be arbitrary, and let y ∈ S X and x * 1 , x * 2 ∈ X * be as in (iii"). It suffices to observe that
∈ B X * ,
and, for all i ∈ {1, 2},
The following theorem is an obvious consequence of Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a Banach space. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) X has the local diameter 2 property; (ii) X * is locally octahedral.
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a Banach space. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) X * has the weak * diameter 2 property; (ii) X is weakly octahedral; (iii) for every finite-dimensional subspace E of X, every x * ∈ B X * , every ε > 0, and every ε 0 ∈ (0, ε), there is a y ∈ S X such that, whenever |γ| ≤ 1 + ε 0 , there is a y * ∈ X * satisfying y * | E = x * | E , y * (y) = γ, and y * ≤ 1 + ε.
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(iii') for every finite-dimensional subspace E of X, every x * ∈ B X * , and every ε > 0, there are y ∈ S X and x * 1 , x * 2 ∈ X * satisfying
Assume that (i) holds. Let x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ S X (n ∈ N), let x * ∈ B X * , and let 0 < ε < 1. Pick δ ∈ (0, ε 2 ) satisfying δ < ε |x * (x i )| for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} with |x * (x i )| = 0. By (i), there are u * , v * ∈ B X * and y ∈ S X such that
and
Since v * (y) ≤ 1 and u * (y) ≥ −1, it follows that v * (y) > 1 − ε and u * (y) < −1+ε. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and t ≥ ε be arbitrary. If x * (x i ) = 0, then, choosing z * ∈ {u * , v * } so that x * (x i ) and z * (y) (and thus also z * (x i ) and z * (y)) have the same sign, one has
If x * (x i ) = 0, then
and it follows that X is weakly octahedral.
(ii)⇒(iii). Assume that (ii) holds. Let E be a finite-dimensional subspace of X, let x * ∈ B X * , and let 0 < ε 0 < ε. Choose y ∈ S X to satisfy |x * (x)| + |t| ≤ 1 + ε 1 + ε 0 x + ty for all x ∈ E and all t ∈ R.
Letting γ ∈ [−1 − ε 0 , 1 + ε 0 ], and defining g ∈ span(E ∪ {y}) * by g| E = x * | E and g(y) = γ, it suffices to show that g ≤ 1 + ε (because, in this case, one may define the desired y * ∈ X * to be any normpreserving extension of g). To this end, it remains to observe that, whenever x ∈ E and t ∈ R,
(iii)⇒(iii') is obvious.
(iii')⇒(i). Let x * ∈ B X * , let x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ S X (n ∈ N), and let ε > 0. Put E := span{x 1 , . . . , x n }, and let y ∈ S X and x * 1 , x * 2 ∈ X * be as in (iii'). It suffices to observe that
and, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, 2},
The following theorem is an obvious consequence of Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 3.3. (i) X has the diameter 2 property; (ii) X * is weakly octahedral.
Theorem 3.5. Let X be a Banach space. The following assertions are equivalent: (i) X * has the weak * strong diameter 2 property; (ii) X is octahedral; (iii) whenever E is a finite-dimensional subspace of X, n ∈ N, x * 1 , . . . , x * n ∈ B X * , ε > 0, and ε 0 ∈ (0, ε), there is a y ∈ S X such that, whenever |γ i | ≤ 1 + ε 0 , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, there are y * i ∈ X * satisfying
and y * i ≤ 1 + ε for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}; (iii') whenever E is a finite-dimensional subspace of X, n ∈ N, x * 1 , . . . , x * n ∈ B X * , and ε > 0, there are y ∈ S X and x * 1i , x * 2i ∈ X * , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, satisfying
Proof. The equivalence (i)⇔(ii) was pointed out in [9, p. 12] . Since no details of the proof were given in [9] , we include the proof for completeness.
(i)⇒(ii). Assume that (i) holds. Let x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ S X (n ∈ N) and let ε > 0. By (i), for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, there are x * 1i , x * 2i ∈ B X * and y ∈ S X such that
For every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, since x * 1i (y) > 1 − ε, one has x i + y ≥ x * 1i (x i + y) > 2 − 2ε, and X is octahedral by (the equivalence (i)⇔(iii) of) Proposition 2.4.
(ii)⇒(iii). Assume that (ii) holds. Let E ⊂ X be a finite-dimensional subspace, let n ∈ N, let x * 1 , . . . , x * n ∈ B * X , and let 0 < ε 0 < ε. Choose y ∈ S X to satisfy x + ty ≥ 1 + ε 0 1 + ε x + t for all x ∈ S E and t > 0.
Now let |γ i | ≤ 1 + ε 0 , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, defining
has, for all x ∈ S E and t > 0,
. . , y * n can be defined to be any norm-preserving extension to X of g 1 , . . . , g n , respectively.
(iii')⇒(i). Let n ∈ N, let x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ S X , let λ 1 , . . . , λ n ≥ 0, n i=1 λ i = 1, and let ε > 0. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, choose x * i ∈ B X * , so that x * i (x i ) > 1 − ε, and let y ∈ S X and x * 11 , x * 21 , . . . , x * 1n , x * 2n ∈ X * as in (iii'), where E = span{x 1 , . . . , x n }. It suffices to observe that, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, 2}, one has
The following theorem is an obvious consequence of Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 3.5. (i) X has the strong diameter 2 property; (ii) X * is octahedral.
In [7, Theorem III.2.5] , it was shown that a Banach space has an equivalent octahedral norm if and only if it contains an isomorphic copy of ℓ 1 . 
Stability results
We begin by recalling that the (local) diameter 2 property is stable by taking ℓ p -sums not only if p = 1 and p = ∞, but surprisingly for all 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ (see [1] , [13] , and [3] ). (Some further development was carried out in [2] where, instead of p-sums, product spaces with absolute norm were considered.) If 1 < p < ∞, then p-sums of Banach spaces lack the strong diameter 2 property (see [2] ; see also [11] ). However, if p = 1 or p = ∞, then the p-sum may have the strong diameter 2 property (see e.g. [1, Theorem 2.7, (iii), and Proposition 4.6] and [2, Proposition 3.1]).
The following proposition is our main stability result for locally octahedral spaces. 
Remark. Note that Proposition 4.1, (c), fails if we take p = 1. Indeed, by part (a) of Proposition 4.1, ℓ 1 ⊕ 1 R is locally octahedral, but R fails to be locally octahedral.
Proof. (a)
. Assume that X is locally octahedral. Fix (x, y) ∈ S X⊕ 1 Y and ε > 0. By our assumption, there exists a u ∈ S X such that
Thus X ⊕ 1 Y is locally octahedral.
(b). Assume that X and Y are locally octahedral, and let 1 < p ≤ ∞. Let (x, y) ∈ S X⊕pY and let 0 < ε < 1. It suffices to find a (u, v) ∈ S X⊕pY such that
We may (and do) assume that x = 0 and y = 0. By our assumption, there existũ ∈ S X andṽ ∈ S Y such that
for all t ∈ R and y + tṽ ≥ (1 − ε) y + |t| for all t ∈ R.
If 1 < p < ∞, it follows that the diameter 2 property (see [13, Theorem 2.4] ). In [1, Theorem 4.10] , it is shown that, under the same assumptions, one can conclude that both Y and X have even the strong diameter 2 property. (An immediate corollary of this is that if a nonreflexive Banach space X is an M-ideal in its bidual X * * , then both X and X * * have the strong diameter 2 property.) In Theorem 4.11, we shall present a simple proof of this result.
In [11] , it is shown that if an M-ideal Y in X has some diameter 2 property, then X has the same diameter 2 property without the assumption that the range of the M-ideal projection is 1-norming. The duality between diameter 2 properties and octahedrality implies a very quick proof of this result. Proof. Since Y is an M-ideal in X, one has X * = ran P ⊕ 1 ker P , where P : X * → X * is the M-ideal projection. Since ran P is isometrically isomorphic to Y * , the assertions (a), (b), and (c) follow, respectively, from Theorem 3.2 combined with Proposition 4.1, (a), from Theorem 3.4 combined with Proposition 4.4, (a), and from Theorem 3.6 combined with Proposition 4.7, (a). Proof. Letting P : X * → X * be the M-ideal projection, throughout the proof, for convenience, we identify ran P and Y * "in the usual way". By Proposition 4.10, it suffices to show that Y has the strong diameter 2 property. To this end, letting y * 1 , . . . , y * n ∈ S Y * (n ∈ N) and ε > 0 be arbitrary, by Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 2.4, it suffices to find a y * ∈ S Y * such that (1 + ε) y * j + y * ≥ 2 − 7ε for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Choose an x ∈ S X so that d(x, Y ) > 1 − ε, and y 1 , . . . , y n ∈ S Y so that y * j (y j ) > 1 − ε. By [14, Proposition 2.3] , there is a z ∈ B Y such that |y * j (x − z)| < ε and ± y j + x − z < 1 + ε for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Let y * ∈ S Y * be such that
Whenever j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, one has y * (y j ) > −3ε because 1 + ε > y * (−y j + x − z) > −y * (y j ) + 1 − 2ε, thus (1 + ε) y * j + y * ≥ (y * j + y * )(y j + x − z) = y * j (y j ) + y * j (x − z) + y * (y j ) + y * (x − z) > 1 − ε − ε − 3ε + 1 − 2ε = 2 − 7ε.
